New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Man of Steel Superman flies back onto the big screen in this Warner Bros.
/Legendary Pictures production directed by Zack Snyder, produced by
Christopher Nolan, and featuring a screenplay by David Goyer. As the planet of
Krypton crumbles, General Zod (Michael Shannon) stages a coup as concerned
leader Jor-El (Russell Crowe) and his wife send their infant son Kal-El to a
distant world called Earth. While the young child travels through space with an
object containing the DNA of his home planet, General Zod and his cohorts
are sentenced to an eternity in a black-hole prison. Named Clark and raised by
kindly farmers Jonathan (Kevin Costner) and Martha Kent (Diane Lane), young
Kal-El lives in fear of what might happen should his neighbors learn about his
extraterrestrial origins, eventually exploring the world in search of himself. In
time, Clark's travels take him to a frozen tundra, where the American
government has discovered an 18,000-year-old anomaly buried deep in the
ice. Daily Planet reporter Lois Lane (Amy Adams) has just come to investigate
when, after venturing out with her camera, she has a profound encounter with
Clark. Convinced that his presence on Earth is proof of life on other planets,
Lois finds her attempt to publish the story thwarted by her boss Perry White,
who rejects it outright. Later, the airwaves are hijacked by General Zod, who
threatens to obliterate the human race if they fail to hand over Kal-El within 24
hours. Forced to embrace his otherworldly origins for the first time in his life,
Clark Kent dons the special suit from Krypton and prepares to take a stand
against an enemy far more powerful than any he's ever known. Warner
White House Down A devoted father fights a ruthless paramilitary group that
has seized control the White House in this high-stakes action thriller. Dejected
after being turned down for a position with the Secret Service but unable to
break the news to his adoring daughter, Capitol policeman John Cale
(Channing Tatum) is taking her on a tour of the White House when a powerful
explosion rips through the building, sparking mass chaos. When the smoke
clears, Cale learns that heavily armed rebels have taken both his daughter
(Joey King) and the president (Jamie Foxx) hostage. As news of the attack
creates mass panic and fear of total collapse, Cale realizes that the fate of his
daughter, the Commander in Chief, and the entire nation rest in his willingness
to fight back against the terrorists who have brought the most powerful
nation on the planet to its knees. Maggie Gyllenhaal, Jason Clarke, Richard
Jenkins, and James Woods co-star. Sony
The Internship Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson team up to crash the digital
world in this laugh-out-loud buddy comedy you've been searching for! Trying
to reboot their obsolete careers, old-school salesmen Billy (Vaughn) and Nick
(Wilson) talk their way into an internship program at the state-of-the-art
Google campus, vying for a handful of spots among tech-savvy college
students who are half their age and twice as smart. The competition is fiercely
funny as Billy and Nick break all the rules in a hilarious quest to land their
dream jobs! Fox
The Frozen Ground An Alaskan police detective pursues an elusive serial killer
who abducts women and frees them in the wilderness to hunt in this thriller
starring Nicolas Cage and John Cusack. A madman has been on the loose in
Anchorage for over 13 years. Every attempt to capture him has only led to
frustration for the local police, but Sgt. Jack Halcombe (Cage) is certain he can
succeed where his colleagues have failed. Later, Sgt. Halcombe gets the break
of a lifetime when terrified teen Cindy Paulson manages to beat the killer at
his own game. Cindy's struggle, however, has just begun. Now the closer she
and Sgt. Halcombe come to cracking the case, the more cunning their sadistic
target seems to grow.50 Cent and Radha Mitchell co-star. Lionsgate
American Horror Story Asylum Set in 1964, American Horror Story: Asylum
takes us into a Church-run haven for the criminally insane, ruled with an iron
fist by Sister Jude (Jessica Lange), a nun with a troubled past. Inside this locked
down facility, danger lurks around every corner. From Nazis and serial killers, to
mutants and aliens, no one is safe inside these walls. Stars Jessica Lange, Evan
Peters, James Cromwell, Joseph Fiennes. Fox
Grown Ups 2 The all-star comedy cast from Grown Ups returns with some
exciting new additions! After moving his family back to his hometown to be
with his friends and their kids, Lenny (Adam Sandler) finds out that between
old bullies, new bullies, wild bus drivers, cops on skis and 400 costumed party
crashers, sometimes crazy follows you. Sony
Bonnie & Clyde Justified In Depression-era America, Bonnie Parker met Clyde
Barrow over a cup of hot chocolate, and it was love at first sight. Their violent
courtship took them through bank robberies, prison and a multi-state crime
spree, securing their place in history as one of America's most notorious
couples. Using some of Bonnie Parker's own letters to Clyde, Bonnie & Clyde:
Justified takes you through their story from first sight to their inevitable,
violent end. Stars Eric Roberts, Dee Wallace. A&E
Fright Night 2 By day Gerri Dandridge is a sexy professor, but by night she
transforms into a real-life vampire with an unquenchable thirst for human
blood. So when a group of high school students travel abroad to study in
Romania, they find themselves ensnared in Gerri's chilling web of lust and
terror. Charley and "Evil" Ed must stop Gerri from drinking and bathing in the
blood of a "new moon virgin," which just so happens to be Charley's
ex-girlfriend, Amy. They enlist help from Peter Vincent, the vampire hunting
host of a reality show called "Fright Night," to drive a stake through Gerri's
plan and save Amy from a fate far worse than death. Fox
Nikita: Season 3 In a game-changing turnaround, Nikita, Michael and CIA
analyst Ryan Fletcher are heading Division, and have been tasked by the U.S.
president to clean up after the previous regime. With punk hacker Seymour
hardwired to the cause, Alex in the fold, and Owen back from a Russian prison,
the new team has all the tech, muscle and spy power they need to round up
the Dirty Thirty, rogue assassins who remain at large around the globe. But
Amanda has Division in her crosshairs, the Oval Office wants the job done
yesterday, and the operation suffers devastating physical hits. Nikita must use
every asset in her power to hold it together for the mission, her man, her
future and her freedom in all 22 butt-kicking episodes of this smart, sexy
suspense series. Fox
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Curse of Chucky The silver screen's most menacing killer doll returns to settle
an old grudge in this installment of the long-running Child's Play saga written
and directed by series creator Don Mancini. In the wake of her mother's recent
suicide, grieving Nica is searching for answers when her older sister Barb
shows up to get the family's affairs in order. As tensions between Nica and
Barb spike, the unexpected appearance of a Good Guy doll named Chucky
offers some much-needed comfort to Barb's young daughter. Later, a series of
vicious murders plague the family, prompting Nica from a connection
between the bloodshed and the smiling, red-headed doll. Nica is right to be
scared, too, because Chucky has been plotting his revenge for the past two
decades, and now anyone who tries to stop him will learn that sometimes
nightmares come true. Universal
DaVinci's Demons Season One In a world where thought and faith are
controlled, one man fights to set knowledge free. The secret history of
Leonardo da Vinci's tantalising life reveals a portrait of a young man tortured
by a gift of superhuman genius. He is a heretic and sceptic intent on exposing
the lies of religion. An insurgent seeking to subvert an elitist society. A bastard
son who yearns for legitimacy with his father. He finds himself in the midst of a
storm that has been brewing for centuries. A conflict between truth and lies,
religion and science, past and future. His aspirations to improve his position in
life bring him into contact with the two opposing forces of the time-the
Vatican and the Medici family who both try and lure him onto their side.
Leonardo must take up the fight against foes who use history to suppress the
truth. A hero armed only with his genius, da Vinci stands alone against the
darkness within, and the darkness without. Facing an uncertain future, his
quest for knowledge nearly becomes his undoing as he explores the fringes of
his own sanity. Da Vinci uses his unparalleled genius as a weapon against his
enemies and emerges as an unstoppable force that lifts an entire era out of
darkness and propels it into light. His story becomes a mirror into our own
world, calling us all to join his fight to Free the Future. Anchor Bay
The East A covert female operative infiltrates an anarchist faction that stages
clandestine attacks on major corporations, and finds her mission compromised
when she falls for the group's charismatic leader in this tense and topical
thriller from Brit Marling and Zal Batmanglij -- the creative duo behind the
indie hit The Sound Of My Voice. When a mysterious group begins turning
unsafe products against the very CEOs who manufacture them, former FBI
agent Sarah Moss (Marling) is hired by a powerful intelligence firm to expose
the culprit. Before long, Sarah has integrated herself into The East, the group
thought to be responsible the frightening attacks, and she begins to collect
evidence against them. In time, however, Sarah finds her sympathies shifting to
the very people she once set out to destroy, leading to an intense crisis of
conscience that causes her to reassess her priorities as she works quietly to
maintain her cover. Alexander Skarsgård, Ellen Page, Toby Kebbell, and Patricia
Clarkson co-star. Fox
Redemption stars Jason Statham as a British Special Forces veteran named
Smith who has fallen on very hard times. He's an alcoholic homeless man
huddling inside a box on a dingy London alley with a fellow homeless woman
when a couple of criminals start harassing the junkies and the destitute. He
reverts to his training, subdues the baddies, and makes a run for it, ending up
in the home of a wealthy creative type who happens to be in New York for the
next eight months. Smith movies in, cleans himself up, and gets a job as a
toughman for a local Asian gangster. Haunted by horrific acts he committed
while serving in Afghanistan, he spends much of the money he makes now to
help fund a local soup kitchen run by Sister Cristina (Agata Buzek). When the
woman he was with at the beginning of the movie turns up dead, Smith
decides to hunt down the man responsible. Meanwhile, Cristina questions her
own faith, confronts her haunted past, and makes Smith contemplate his own
violent nature.Lionsgate
Home Alone: The Holiday Heist In this hilarious holiday tale for all ages,
10-year-old Finn Baxter (Christian Martyn) thinks his family's new house in
Maine is haunted - but the truth might be even scarier! A trio of thieves (led by
Malcolm McDowell) is after a priceless painting hidden in a secret room by the
previous owner. So when Finn and his sister (Jodelle Ferland) find themselves
home alone, Finn rigs up an elaborate array of techno-gadgets and booby
traps to protect his pad from the bumbling criminals trying to break in. It's a
delightful comedy caper that will steal your heart again and again! Fox
The Capure of Grizzly Adams After being wrongly accused of a crime, James
"Grizzly" Adams (Dan Haggerty, in the TV role he made famous) finds refuge in
the wilderness and companionship in Ben, a grizzly bear he raised from a cub.
Years later, when Adams learns that his young daughter is in trouble, he
returns to civilization and is captured by Frank Briggs (Chuck Connors, The
Rifleman), a corrupt man determined to see Adams pay for the alleged crime.
Set on clearing his name, Adams seeks support from a local woman, Kate Brady
(Kim Darby, True Grit), and his old friend, Ben, to seek justice against those
framing him. Paramount
Hitler The Untold Story Adolf Hitler has left an incomparable mark of evil on
the pages of history...a horrifying legacy that still haunts millions of people
around the world. This captivating documentary collection provides a brutal,
honest and untold portrait of the life and events of history's most evil dictator.
Chronicling his early years, his life as a corporal in the army, his dark rise to
power and all the way through the downfall of the Third Reich, "Hitler: The
Untold Story" exposes the terrifying truth throughout 3 poignant programs on
3 DVDS. Hitler: The Untold Story, The World At War: From Hitler To Hiroshima &
U-Boats: Hitler's Sharks. Mill Creek
Rush Zone Season of Guardians Volume 1 Thirty-two NFL teams, the power
and energy of each embodied in their Megacore. In the wrong hands, this
energy could threaten our very existence. The safety of the world depends on
an unlikely group of heroes, known as the Guardians. Enter..the Rush Zone,
where 6 chosen kids suit up and become powerful Guardians that will fight
evil to protect the Megacore of each NFL team! Vivendi

